Safety Nets

24/7 protection from accidental and unauthorized entry

Sim/Tech Filter offers security nets for risers up to 36”. The STF-N24 is designed to fit 18” to 24” risers, STF-N30 is designed to fit 24” to 30” risers while the STF-N36 is designed to fit 30” to 36”. They attach with eye bolts so they will work for most risers. These nets provide protection from accidental or unauthorized entry into tanks. They stay in place at all times. This is a key feature as even the most secure cover is removed for system maintenance. If a service technician is distracted or needs to leave the access area for some reason the access is vulnerable to accidental entry. The net protects the access during these times as well. There is no impact on the service, pump hoses can be inserted through the web. Each net comes standard with 2 quick links (STF-QLINK) to allow for pump removals etc. More quick links are also available for instances where a larger opening is desired.

A safety device that works and won’t cause a hassle!

Below is a 24” net installed in a Sim/Tech Riser. Shown in these pictures is a 4” diameter pipe inserted into an opening. These openings allow about a 5” diameter access. The standard net also comes with 2 quick links that can be temporarily disconnected to allow for pumps or other large items to pass through the net. Shown in the picture on the left is a standard residential size effluent pump sitting in the opening created by the quick link disconnection. If you require a larger opening more quick links can be added as depicted in the picture on the right.
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